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ABSTRACT
Research personnel from the Bureau of Mines, representatives of the
Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA) and members of the mining
industry met with other Government and Industry representatives at three
seminars held in Pittsburgh, Pa., November 4, 1975; St. Louis, Mo.,
November 6, 1975; and Denver, Colo., November 11, 1975, to discuss the
results of Bureau -sponsored research on coal mine illumination. The program,
aimed at developing suitable illumination systems for the working places of
underground coal mines covered hardware development and field evaluation and
the status of proposed MESA standards and proposed MESA enforcement procedures.
These proceedings contain the opening remarks to the seminars and eight
technical presentations on various aspects of coal mine illumination.
,

,

INTRODUCTION 1
The following papers describe some of the more mature aspects of the
Bureau of Mines Illumination Program and the current position of MESA relative
to the development and enforcement of the proposed standards.
The Bureau
program was implemented shortly after the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 became Public Law 91-173, which, in section 317(e), calls for the illumination of working places while persons are working in such places. Initially,
the Bureau program was directed toward developing criteria to use in formulating standards.
From these activities has come the minimum luminance level of
0.06 ft-L in the proposed standards.
Two contract programs relate specifically to this area:
Guidelines for Mine Lighting by the National Bureau of
Standards, and Development of Minimum Luminance Requirements for Underground
Coal Mining Tasks 2 by the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Ind.
1

By John N. Murphy, research supervisor, Industrial Hazards and Communications,
Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Hitchcock, L. C.
Development of Minimum Luminance Requirements for Underground Coal Mining Tasks.
BuMines OFR 12-74, 1973, 275 pp.; available for
examination at Bureau of Mines libraries in Pittsburgh, Pa., Twin Cities,
Minn., Denver, Colo., and Spokane, Wash.; at the Central Library, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.; and from National Technical
Information Service, Springfield, Va., PB 230 447/AS.

Additionally, extensive programs have been conducted and are continuing
in the development of permissible hardware and in the evaluation of this
hardware in operating mines. The success of the program to date would not
have been possible without the excellent participation and cooperation of
numerous miners, mine operators, and regulatory agencies, to whom we are
indebted for their assistance.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Appreciation is extended to the speakers and the many people who helped
with these seminars. Special credit is due G. R. Bockosh, electrical engineer,
Industrial Hazards and Communications, Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research
Center, for planning and implementing the seminar.
Throughout the proceedings,
mention of trade names is made to facilitate understanding and does not imply
endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.

MINING ENFORCEMENT AND SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
REVIEW OF NEW RULEMAKING IN MINE ILLUMINATION
by
Cecil E. Lester 1

ABSTRACT
Section 317(e) of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 required
the Secretary of the Interior to propose standards under which all places in a
mine are to be illuminated while persons are working in such places. Standards have been published and enforcement criteria now exist.
The standards
specify the areas to be illuminated, the illumination levels required,
lighting -fixture design criteria, machine reflectivity, and measuring techniques.
The effect of the new regulations will be to create a safer, more
hospitable environment for mine personnel.

INTRODUCTION
Section 317(e) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
required the Secretary of the Interior to propose standards under which all
working places in a mine are to be illuminated while persons are working in
such places.
The statutory provision allows operators a period of 18 months
after the standards are promulgated to achieve compliance.

PROPOSED RULEMAKING

In the Federal Register for December 30, 1970, a notice of proposed
rulemaking was published that prescribed the illumination levels to be
provided in the working places of underground coal mines. The proposed rulemaking also prescribed reflectance levels for permissible electric face
equipment, restrictions on visual impedance, and pulsation frequencies of
lighting devices used to provide the required illumination.
The proposed standards required that the level of illumination in all
working places be no less than 5 foot-candles (fc)
Many comments were
received from mining officials and mining -equipment manufacturers, stating
that research and experimentation were needed and that neither the necessary
technology nor hardware existed to achieve compliance with the proposed
standards.
It was agreed that some research and experimentation were needed;
therefore, the Bureau of Mines entered into several research contracts with
various companies to develop systems and methods for the illumination of
working places.
.

At the same time, experimental illumination systems were being installed,
both in the Experimental Mine at Bruceton, Pa.
and in the working places of
,

1

Coal mine safety specialist (electrical)
Administration, Beckley, W. Va.

,

Mining Enforcement and Safety

Enforcement and Safety
coal -producing mines, by Bureau of Mines and Mining
value of 5 fc was a
the
if
Administration (MESA) personnel to determine
amount of light was
this
if
and
(2)
practical and attainable lighting level
hazards in the working
recognize
easily
more
sufficient to enable the miners to
places.

In light of written comments, suggestions, and objections submitted concerning the proposed illumination standards and in view of testimony received
in numerous consultation meetings required by section 101(c) of the act, it
was decided to withdraw the proposed standards and propose revised illumination standards.

New illumination standards were published in the Federal Register for
October 27, 1971, which more adequately defined the areas to be illuminated,
prescribed the type of circuitry required, and outlined the method to be used
These revised standards were based on studies
for determining compliance.
the National Bureau of Standards and the
by
of
Mines
made for the Bureau
The standards required all surfaces
Ind.
Crane,
at
Naval Ammunition Depot
in
working places to be illuminated to
miners
of
fields
visual
in the normal
of 0.06 foct-lamberts (ft-L) while
brightness)
(surface
intensity
a luminous
they are working.
RESULTS OF PUBLIC HEARING

A public hearing was requested by members of the coal industry to
determine (1) whether promulgation of illumination standards should await
completion of research projects and additional field testing to insure that
technology was available to implement such standards, (2) whether longwall
systems should be excluded, and (3) whether some tasks require a limited
field of vision and can therefore be adequately illuminated by cap lamps.
The requested public hearing was held April 4, 1974, in Washington, D.C.,
and certain minor changes were made in the proposed standards reflecting
testimony received in that hearing.
On the basis of evidence in written comments, statements, and data
received in response to the proposed rulemaking at the public hearing, it
was found that-The value of 0.06 ft-L is the minimum level of illumination neces(1)
sary for the safe performance of underground mining operations, and is a
practical and attainable level.

Practical stationary and machine -mounted lighting systems have been
(2)
developed that will illuminate the underground working places to 0.06 ft-L
while mining equipment is being operated. Stationary lighting fixtures and
machine -mounted lighting systems have been tried under actual mining conditions and have been found acceptable to both operators and miners.
Practical technology exists for illuminating longwall mining systems
(3)
without creating shadows or other variations of light intensity that would
result in unsafe working conditions.

.

NEW RULEMAKING

Section 75.1719-1, as proposed in the Federal Register of October 27,
1971, required that the prescribed levels of illumination in working places
be maintained at all times that persons were working, regardless of the task
being performed.
Studies of MESA reports of fatal and serious accidents clearly indicate
that most of the serious accidents in working places occur while machinery is
being operated. Also, testimony received during the public hearing indicated
that, for the various tasks in which machinery is not involved, portable task
luminaires or area lighting systems would require frequent repositioning; in
many cases, this could increase the miners' exposure to electrical shock,
ignition hazards, and other hazards inherent in working places of coal mines.
Therefore, section 75.1719-1 has been changed so that the standard levels of
illumination will be required only when self-propelled mining equipment is
being operated in working places. When self-propelled mining equipment is
not being operated in working places, the standard illumination will not be
required, pending further study.
In most instances, this change will allow
the use of lighting fixtures installed on the machine; however, the use of
stationary light fixtures installed on the roof or rib is not prohibited and
will probably be required for compliance in certain types of mining. This
section, as it is being promulgated, will require that the roof, floor, rib,
face, and exposed surfaces of mining equipment be illuminated to a level of
0.06 ft-L any time self-propelled mining machines are being operated in the
working place.
The area to be illuminated in conventional and continuous mining sections
shall be the loading end of the shuttle cars or other conveying equipment,
and all areas of the roof, floor, rib, and face inby that point (fig. 1).

In working places where self-propelled mining machines other than coalloading machines or continuous miners are being operated (that is, cutting
machines, cleanup scoops, and face drills), the area to be illuminated shall
be the roof, floor, rib, and face, from the face to a point 5 ft outby the
machine (figs. 2-3). In addition, when roof -bolting machines are operated
in working places, the area to be illuminated shall include the area 5 ft
outby the machine and all surfaces that fall within an imaginary curtain
surrounding the machine at a distance of 5 ft or seam height, whichever is
greater.

In longwall working places, the area from the face to the gob side of
the travelway and the areas occupied by the headpiece, tailpiece, and operating stations shall be illuminated (fig. 4)
Section 75.1719-2 contains specifications for grounding of light fixtures
and voltage limitations for circuits extending to stationary light fixtures.
(This is an exercise of the authority vested in the authorized representative
of the Secretary by section 307 of the act.)
As of September 26 of this year,
12 fatal electrical accidents have occurred in the coal industry.
Therefore,
it is of utmost importance that electrical systems supplying power to portable
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light fixtures be designed
so that additional hazards
to miners are not created.
These light fixtures will be
moved by hand while energized; therefore, it is of
utmost importance to have
the metal frames solidly
grounded to a dependable
grounding medium and to
limit the amount of voltage
existing between each energized conductor and earth.
Therefore, section 75.1719-2(c) will
require that alternatingcurrent circuits supplying
power to stationary light
fixtures contain conductors
energized at voltages no
greater than 70 volts to
ground. Alternating -current
circuits that are energized
at 100 volts or more and
used to supply power to
stationary lighting fixtures
will be required to originate at a transformer with
a center or neutral tap
grounded to earth through a
proper resistor. This
resistor shall be designed
to limit fault current to
not more than 5 amp. A

.

grounding circuit in accordance with section 75.701-4 shall originate at the
grounded terminal of the grounding resistor, extend along with the power conductors, and serve as a grounding conductor for the frames of all equipment
receiving power from the circuit. The ground fault current rating of grounding resistors shall meet the "extended time rating" set forth in the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers Standard No. 32. Machine -mounted light
fixtures shall be electrically grounded to the machine by a separate grounding
conductor in compliance with section 75.701-4 of the Code of Federal
Regulations

Direct -current circuits in excess of a nominal voltage of 300 volts shall
not be permitted to be used to supply power to stationary light fixtures.
Cables conducting power to stationary light fixtures from both
alternating- and direct -current power sources, other than intrinsically safe
devices, shall be considered trailing cables and shall meet the requirements
of subpart G of part 75 of the act.
In addition, such cables shall be protected against overloads and short circuits by a suitable circuit breaker,
or other approved device, equipped with a ground fault trip arrangement that
shall be designed to deenergize the circuit at not more than 40% of the
available fault current.

Section 75. 1719 -2(d) was changed to allow light fixtures installed along
longwall faces to be placed in protected locations while blasting operations
are being performed, in lieu of removing the entire lighting system 50 ft from
the face.

LIGHT MEASUREMENT

Section 75.1719-3 is intended to inform the coal industry and equipment
manufacturers of the methods to be used by MESA in determining compliance with
the illumination standards.

Measurements of either incident light (in foot -candles) or reflected
light (in foot-lamberts) may be taken by enforcement personnel to determine
compliance; however, incident -light measurements are useless unless the
reflectance of the surface being measured is known. MESA enforcement personnel will use photometers that measure reflected light for determining
compliance underground; however, MESA does reserve the option of using
incident -light measurements in special applications.
In determining whether
a surface is illuminated to 0.06 ft-L, the surfaces to be measured shall be
divided into square fields having an area not greater than 4 sq ft.
Luminous intensity (surface brightness) for each square field shall be
considered as the average of four uniformly spaced measurements taken at the
corners of that field (fig. 5). Luminous -intensity measurements shall be
taken perpendicular to the surface being measured, and the area covered by
each individual measurement shall not exceed 50 sq in.
One measurement in
each field shall be considered sufficient for determining compliance when the
photometers used are designed to measure luminous intensity of a round or
square field having an area of not less than 3 or more than 5 sq ft (fig. 6).

FIGURE

5.

-

Determination of luminous

in-

tensity by the averaging method.

^Light sensor

Average

2 ft

= 3.0 fc

6.

-

Direct measurement of luminous
intensity.

Incident light for each field
shall be considered as the average of
four uniformly spaced measurements
taken at the corners of a square field
having an area not greater than 4 sq
ft (fig. 7).
The relationship between
luminous intensity (surface brightness)
and incident light is as follows:

HH

2.6

FIGURE

Luminous intensity (ft-L) = incident
light (fc) X reflectance.

For example, where values of
reflectance are 0.02 coal surface,
0.02 roof, and 0.03 floor, the minimum
level of illumination would be 3 fc on
coal and roof surfaces and 2 fc on the
floor.
Measurements shall not be made
2 ft
where shadows are cast by roof -control
posts or other obstructions necessary
FIGURE 7. - Measurement of incident light
to insure safe mining conditions
by averaging method.
Where machine -mounted light fixtures
are used, measurements shall not be made of surfaces on or within 1 ft of a
self-propelled machine.

[>.

HH

\-

Illumination measurements shall be made with the machine idle and located
at the approximate center of the workingplace, with the cutting, loading, or
drilling head toward the face and located not more than 3 ft from the face.

There are several good photometers available that could be used to
determine compliance. MESA inspection personnel will probably use a "go/nogo" photometer that will display a green light if the luminous intensity of
a surface equals or exceeds 0.06 ft-L, and a red light if the luminous
intensity is below 0.06 ft-L. This instrument has a 26° acceptance angle
and, when held perpendicular to the surface being measured at a distance of
Of course, there are areas
5 ft, will measure a round field of 4 sq ft.
where it will be impossible to hold the instrument perpendicular to the surface at a distance of 5 ft because of reduced seam height, narrow entries,
restricted clearance over machines, etc. In such cases, MESA inspectors will
take four measurements at the corners of a square field having an area of
Each of these four measurements will cover a field not exceeding
4 sq ft.
If the photometer displays a red light for each of these four
50 sq in.
measurements, a violation can be assumed to exist. Experience with underground illumination measurements indicate that this is a practical method,
since the luminous intensity would not vary excessively inside a square field
of only 4 sq ft.

CONCLUSION

MESA is also formulating a plan for evaluating illumination systems in
a simulated working place located on the surface.
The next speaker will
outline a plan by the Technical Support group for accepting illumination
Illumination systems that have been tested
systems prior to installation.
and for which a letter of acceptance has been issued by Technical Support
shall be considered by MESA's office of Coal Mine Health and Safety as being
in compliance with all requirements of section 75.1719, provided that the
illumination system is operated within the parameters specified in the letter
of acceptance.
In such cases, no measurements will be necessary. In
instances when one or more lights of an illumination system are not operating, coal dust or dirt is allowed to accumulate on light fixtures, or the
illumination system is being operated outside the parameters specified in the
letter of acceptance, the inspector will take measurements to determine
compliance.
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MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES
by

Kenneth P

.

Klouse 1

ABSTRACT
The current rulemaking on mine illumination makes it necessary for mine
personnel to have an understanding of the behavior of light. They must be
able to understand many terms that are new to the industry and must be
familiar with the use of various types of photometers. With this knowledge,
the enforcement criteria for mines can be understood and compliance can be
maintained.

INTRODUCTION
Light that can be physically seen is comprised of radiant energy with
wavelength limits between approximately 380 and 780 nanometers (nm)
Not all
people can see between these limits, and some people can exceed them. However,
for the purpose of discussing light in the following pages, the foregoing
wavelengths will be understood as the limits of the visual spectrum.
.

INCIDENT AND REFLECTED LIGHT

When a luminaire emits radiant energy (light) that energy travels
Figure 1 depicts a luminaire that
through space until it strikes an object.
The light emitted from the
supplies light for a person working at a desk.
lamp and falling on the desk Is incident light, which is measured in footHowever, when a person is looking at the desk, they see light
candles (fc)
reflected off the desk surface or "surface brightness." The surface brightThe surface brightness (in footness is measured in foot -lamberts (ft-L).
lamberts) is equal to the incident light (in foot -candles) multiplied by the
reflectance of the surface. If a perfectly diffusing surface 2 has a reflectance of 50%, one -half the light falling on the surface would be absorbed and
one-half would be reflected (fig. 2). If 10 fc were incident on a 50% reflective surface, then 5 fc would be absorbed and 5 ft-L would be reflected.
Both
the foot -candle and foot-lambert are equal to a lumen per square foot (lu/sq
ft); the difference is that a foot-candle is a lumen per square foot falling
on a surface, and a foot-lambert is a lumen per square foot emitting from a
surface.
,

.

1

Electrical engineer, Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration, Technical
Support, Electrical Testing Project, Beckley, W. Va.
2
A perfectly diffusing surface is one that reflects light according to
Lambert's cosine law.
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Light source

FIGURE

1.

-

A
a

luminaire supplying light for

person working at a desk.

KEY
Foot-candles

Foot-lamberts
SURFACE REFLECTANCE

\
y

KEY

— Incident
Absorbed
Reflected

FIGURE

2.

When

light strikes a surface, a

portion of

it

is

absorbed

Surface reflectivity can range
from less than 1% to almost 100%.
If a surface had a reflectance of
100%, all light incident on its
surface would be reflected (fc = ft-L),
When a perfectly diffusing surface
reflects light in all directions, the
surface brightness is a constant,
regardless of the angle from which
Surface
the surface is viewed.
reflectivity is therefore a constant
for all angles.

and

Underground coal surfaces are
not perfectly diffusing surfaces.
Ribs, roof, floor, and faces of
underground coal mines are rough and irregular (fig. 3). This causes the
reflectivity of coal surfaces to vary according to the angle at which the
light strikes the surface and according to the viewing angle. A rough surface
can have a maximum reflectivity at any angle; however, the maximum reflectivity is usually found when the light source and sensing units are closely
alined.
(On a fairly flat surface, the specular angle comes into effect.)
the remainder is reflected.
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Light
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surface
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-

Underground coal surfaces are

FIGURE

4.

irregular.

Maximum

reflected light read-

ings are usually obtained
the

when

source and instrument are closely alined.
light

This insures that the surface viewed is entirely illuminated (fig. 4). When
the source and sensor units are at angles, there is a tendency for dark spots
to develop.
These dark spots on a rough surface are caused by illumination
being shielded from one area by 'an adjacent area. Figures 3 and 4 show dark
spots on a coal rib caused by light incident on the surface at a wide angle.

MEASURING LIGHT LEVELS

When measuring light levels, incident light, in foot -candles, is the
best evaluation of light available in an area or light available at the task.
When measuring the ability to see to perform tasks, surface brightness, in
foot-lamberts is the best evaluation. Therefore, if the output of a
luminaire were to be evaluated, an incident -light meter would be used. However, if the ability to perform a job were to be evaluated, a reflected-light
meter would be used.
The visual ability to perform tasks also rests heavily
on contrasts.
A white dot is easier to see on a black paper than on a white
paper; the background forms the contrast for distinguishing the dot.
,

There are many advantages to measuring either incident light or reflected
Incident -light readings are dependent only upon the distance from the
source to the sensor and the angle at which the light rays strike the sensor.
This enables readings to be duplicated as long as the variables are kept
relatively constant. Incident -light meters used in the evaluation of light
Color correction insures that the
levels must be color and cosine corrected.
spectral response of the sensor closely matches the response of the human eye
light.

.
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(380-780 nm) whereas cosine correction modifies the response of the cell to
To evaluate a lighting system using
closely match Lambert's cosine law.
incident -light meters, readings should be taken by dividing the area into
2 -ft squares and averaging the readings obtained in each square.
In an
would
this
working
long,
wide,
and
ft
high),
average
entry (34 ft
18 ft
4
machine
involve approximately 300 readings taken in about 4 hr with the
stationary
,

The time for evaluating a lighting system can be decreased and a better
determination of a person's ability to see can be made by using a reflectedlight meter.
The surface brightness of the ribs, roof, floor, and face determines if an operator can see these areas.
The reflected-light meter looks at
This
a specific area of the surface and measures the light from that surface.
meter is also color corrected. However, it is not cosine corrected; instead,
optics are located in front of the light sensor to define the viewing angle.
Figure 5 depicts a meter with two different fields of view on two surfaces
located at different distances. As can be seen on the figure, the area viewed
by the meter depends upon the viewing angle and the distance from the meter to
the viewed surface.
Tests have been conducted with meters that have viewing
angles from 4° to 27°.
The 4° meters have very small viewing angles and
require a distance of over 30 ft to view an area of 4 ft 2
The 27° meters
require a distance of about 5 ft to view the same area.
.

-Photometer

4

ft'

4 ft'

—

5ft

30 ft
FIGURE

5,

-

A

reflected-light photometer, showing

area viewed.

how varying the viewing angle affects

H
the
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Both types of light meters, incident and reflective, are used when
determining coal surface reflectivity. If the light falling on a surface
and the light leaving a surface are both known, the surface reflectivity
can be determined. It is important to remember that the meter is positioned
relative to the viewed surface, and the angle of the light source is relative
to the viewed surface.
Since the mining -equipment operator or his helper can
view a coal surface from any angle with the light sources at any angle,
reflectances would be taken with various meter positions, different coal seams
and different mining conditions. It was found that the reflectance depended
more on the surface roughness than on the different types of coal. Coal
surfaces that were relatively smooth had higher reflectances at wider angles
than rough surfaces

SURFACE EQUIPMENT APPROVAL

A method of certification and approval of permissible illumination
systems is currently being evaluated by MESA's Technical Support Electrical
Testing Project located at Beckley, W. Va. The method under evaluation would
enable industry and MESA to determine the quality of an illumination system
before it is introduced into an underground environment. Following are some
of the advantages to an approach of this type:
1.
A more accurate evaluation of light levels and their uniformity can
be made in a surface installation.

2.

The physical location of luminaires can be changed more easily in

a surface environment.
3.
New luminaires can be evaluated as light sources before they are
required to meet permissibility standards.

4.
Access to testing facilities will be available to industries that
normally do not have an underground facility (that is, light manufacturers
and equipment manufacturers)
5.

Environmental conditions can be more easily controlled.

The equipment under evaluation consists of a simulated mine entry
The simulator is approxi(simulator) and testing and graphing equipment.
mately 40 ft long and has a variable width and height. The width is
adjustable from 14 ft to 30 ft and the height is adjustable from 2 ft to
Both the width and height are controlled by pushbutton from a control
14 ft.
room, and take approximately 5 min to adjust from the minimums (14 ft wide
The simulator is
and 2 ft high) to the maximums (30 ft wide and 14 ft high)
able to duplicate the height and width measurements of over 95% of the underground coal mines in the United States. A digital readout near the pushbutton controls will display the location of the roof or ribs at any time to
an accuracy of one -half inch. Also in the control room are recording and
display equipment for relative humidity, temperature, voltage, and luminious
intensity.
.
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EVALUATION PROCEDURES
The procedure for evaluating an illumination system will start with the
machine or mockup in the center of the simulator. The front of the machine
will be within 3 ft of the face and the illumination system will be allowed
sufficient warmup time. The simulator will be set at maximum height and width,
As the simulator is adjusted to narrower widths and lower heights, a set of
readings will be taken. These readings will determine the maximum limits of
the system in terms of compliance with the law.
The letter of acceptance will specify the maximum entry height and width
in which a particular lighting system can be operated, the machine model and
type, and the location and orientation of individual lights composing the
illumination system. At the present time, this is the minimum specification
that will be contained in the letter of acceptance.
If it is necessary,
the letter of acceptance will also contain the minimum height, width, and
reflectance value of the coal seam that an illumination system may be used
in, or any other parameters MESA deems necessary.

CONCLUSION
The evaluation of MESA's surface approval equipment is in the final
phase after more than 8 months of preliminary studies. The simulator,
sensors, and recording equipment are all second -generation systems that
incorporate design and field modifications based on data accumulated during
the testing of the original equipment.
Modifications were made to improve
the accuracy of the photometric equipment and to decrease the time necessary
to completely evaluate an illumination system.
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AVAILABLE MINE -ILLUMINATION HARDWARE
by

George R. Bockosh 1

ABSTRACT
The Bureau of Mines is presently engaged in an experimental program to
develop illumination systems for underground mines.
The systems will provide
illumination inby the last open crosscut while persons are working in these
areas. Minimum illumination requirements have been determined, and research
is now being directed toward the measurement of mine lighting levels and the
evaluation of acceptable hardware. Several systems have been developed and
are presently being evaluated in coal mines

INTRODUCTION
The Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, Public Law 91-173, specifies
in section 317(e) that within 18 months, the Secretary of the Interior shall
prepare standards under which all working places in an underground mine are to
be illuminated by permissible lighting while persons are working in such
places.
The act further defines a working place as that area inby the last
open crosscut.
Standards proposed for underground illumination were initially
published in the Federal Register on December 21, 1970, and later a revised
proposal was published on October 27, 1971. The statutory provision of the
act requires all working places to be illuminated within 18 months after
promulgation of such standards. The proposed standards specify the illumination level required, the area to be illuminated, requirements of the lighting
fixtures, methods of measuring light levels, and miscellaneous requirements
Regarding the level of
for mining machines, hardhats, and cap lamps.
illumination, the proposed standards state that the luminous intensity
(reflected light) of the surfaces of working places in the direction of
miners, relative to their normal field, shall be no less than 0.06 ft-L.
This brightness is required within the visual field of miners on rib, floor,
roof, exposed equipment, and task surfaces where self-propelled equipment is
employed during the cutting, drilling, or loading of coal up to and including
the outby end of such machines

UNDERGROUND ILLUMINATION

Mine illumination today consists solely of the miner's cap lamp and, in
some cases, machine headlamps. Although the incandescent cap lamp has performed admirably in the past as a reliable source of light, its narrow beam
provides essentially no peripheral vision. In an environment where hazards
may present themselves from roof, floor, or rib, peripheral vision becomes
essential.
The introduction of additional lighting in the working place will
lElectrical engineer, Industrial Hazards and Communications, Pittsburgh Mining
and Safety Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.

.

.
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provide this needed improvement in the miner's ability to visually detect
dangerous situations before an accident occurs. Also, the additional lighting effectively improves the working environment, causing better employee
morale

Permissible Mine -Illumination Hardware
The Bureau of Mines has funded several development projects that have
produced a number of permissible illumination systems. These systems
utilize three different types of light sources --fluorescent, mercury -vapor,
Each of the systems has its advantages
and high -pressure sodium -vapor lamps.
and disadvantages, which have been or will be demonstrated during evaluations
in operating coal mines

Fluorescent Illumination Systems for Mine Lighting
The fluorescent lamp had displayed many advantages as a source of light
for the mining industry.
It is ruggedly constructed and can be instantly
Therefore, with the eliminastarted without the aid of delicate filaments.
tion of filaments, the fluorescent lamp (7,500- to 18,000-hr rated life) can
be expected to far outlast the conventional incandescent lamps (1,000- to
2,000-hr rated life) now in use. Although PAR2 incandescent lamps have a
rated life of 1,000-2,000 hr, this length of service is rarely seen on
mining machinery because of the severe vibration found in this environment.
Another distinct advantage of the fluorescent lamp is its characteristic
soft white light with little glare.
One fluorescent illumination system for mine use was developed for the
Bureau of Mines by Ocean Energy, Inc.
The system consists of a power supply
and fluorescent luminaires of various sizes.

The power supply, which has been approved by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration (MESA) has been designed to accept common
machine operating voltages ranging from 120 vac to 1,200 vac as input and
supply 12 vdc in an intrinsically safe mode as output.
The power supplies
are available in 168-watt and 240 -watt capacities.
The power is supplied
in two channels, each possessing its own current and voltage limiters.
This
dual -channel output is necessary to maintain its intrinsically safe mode
of operation.
The available power supplies are listed in table 1.
,

2

Reference to specific trade names or companies is made for information only
and does not imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.
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Fluorescent luminaires are available in power ratings ranging from
watts to 40 watts.
Each luminaire incorporates an inverter ballast that
accepts the 12 vdc and inverts it to the proper voltage needed to instantly
start and maintain the operation of the fluorescent lamp. Also included
in the luminaire are the devices designed to stop inverter operation in the
event of lamp breakage and the optics designed to concentrate the beam
pattern and reduce glare. A 15 -watt luminaire is shown in figure 1.
Protective cages have also been designed. The cages provide the protection
needed when luminaires must be mounted in vulnerable areas of mining machines
The specifications of the available luminaires are listed in table 2.
8

TABLE

Model

2

.

Specifications of the fluorescent luminaires developed
by Ocean Energy

-

Nominal Input
power, voltage,
watts
vdc

Current,
amp
at 12 v

Lamp
output,
lu

Overall size
(without cage)
in

Light
Cable intensity
diam,
at 5-ft
in
radius,
fc

8M
15/2M.
15/3Ms
15/3M.
20M.
30M.
40M.
.

.

.

5-13
5-13
5-13
5-13
5-13
5-13
5-13

9.0
14.4
21.0
21.0
25.5
27.6

37.8

FIGURE

1.

-

Two

0.65-0.85
1.60-1.90
1.60-1.90
1.60-1.90
1.90-2.35
2.10-2.50
3.00-3.30

450
1,211
1,211
1,211
1,619
2,020
3,071

2

3
3
3

3
3
3

diam x 19.8 L
diam X 26.0 L
diam X 26.0 L
diam X 28.0 L
diam X 34.0 L
diam X 40.0 L
diam X 58.0 L

15-watt fluorescent luminaires developed by

0.44

5.5

.67
.67
.67
.67
.67
.67

15.0
15.0
15.0
18.0
26.0
31.0

Ocean Energy.
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The Ocean Energy mine illumination system has several advantages; the
major advantage is the inherently safe power distribution to the luminaires
This mode of operation alleviates the need for explosion-proof junction boxes
and
in the power distribution to the luminaires (except in Pennsylvania)
the 12 -volt distribution voltage does not present a shock hazard to mine
personnel. Also, the inverter ballast operates the lamp at a high frequency
(12-100 kHz), which provides a higher efficiency (more lumens output) than
60 -Hz operation.
,

Also, the
The main disadvantage of the system is its complexity.
luminaires cannot be readily repaired in the field, and the replacement of
a damaged cable, which is an integral part of the potted ballast, requires
the purchase of a new inverter ballast.

,

•:

J sir""

FIGURE

2.

-

A newly developed

fluorescent cap lamp.

.
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A fluorescent cap lamp has also been developed. The new cap lamp
operates on a standard cap -lamp battery and supplies a broad "flood" -type
beam.
It has been determined, through evaluation in operating mines, that
the additional peripheral illumination is a welcome aid to mechanics and
other mine personnel who do not require the long-range spot of the traditional cap lamp.
The fluorescent cap lamp is shown in figure 2.
Some underground tasks are performed in areas of the mine that are
isolated from power sources. A battery-powered portable task luminaire
has been developed by Ocean Energy to provide additional illumination in
these areas.
The units are manufactured in the high-coal and low-coal
Both versions contain a 15 -watt fluorescent lamp as a light source
models.
The portable task luminaires
and can operate an entire shift on one charge.
are shown in figure 3

A second fluorescent
illumination system has been
developed by Control Products, Inc.
The luminaires
are manufactured in power
ratings of 8 watts through
40 watts.
This system
utilizes 120 -vac power
distribution and the
luminaires incorporate
a standard ac fluorescent
ballast, starter, and lamp.
A power supply can be
provided to transform the
machine operating voltage
to 120 vac for illumination
use.
A Control Products
fluorescent luminaire is
illustrated in figure 4.
The major advantages
of this system are its
simplicity and quick
disassembly for maintenance.
However, these luminaires,
operating on 60 Hz, will
not provide as much
illumination as the 12-vdc
system mentioned earlier.
The specifications of
these luminaires are
listed in table 3.

FIGURE

3,

-

Portable task luminaire for high- and lowcoal seams.
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TABLE

3.

-

Model

Specifications of the Control Products
standard fluorescent luminaires with
nominal input of 120 vac
Power
ratings
watts

Lamp
output
lu

Overall
length
(including
cage)

16264
16265
16265-1
16331
16324

8

15
20
30
40

380
800
1,300
2,300
3,150

j

in

22

28
36
48
60

Control Products has also developed a series of high-output fluorescent
luminaires.
These luminaires provide an increase in lumens output while
maintaining the approximate size of the standard fluorescent. However, these
high-output lamps require a large ballast and in the permissible system, a
This system is also designed for quick
separate ballast box is required.
disassembly for maintenance activities. The specifications of the high-output
fluorescent luminaires are listed in table 4.

FIGURE

4.

-

A

15-watt fluorescent luminaire developed by Control Products, Inc.

,
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TABLE 4.

-

Specifications of the Control Products
high -output fluorescent luminaires
with nominal input to ballast
of 240-500 v

Model
16598HO
16599HO
16600HO
16601H0
16602HO

Power
rating,
watts
25
35
45
55
60

Lamp
output
lu
1,060
1,700
2,850
3,500
4,300

Overall
length,
in
24
30
42

48
54

MERCURY -VAPOR LUMINAIRES FOR MINE ILLUMINATION
The mercury -vapor lamp was first introduced into the mining industry
because of its rugged construction and high efficiency.
These advantages
have lead many coal operators to specify the mercury -vapor headlights for
all new equipment and major rebuilds.
The major disadvantage of the lamp
is the 3- to 5-min warmup time and a 5- to 10-min hot restrike delay.
The
hot restrike delay is experienced when an operating mercury -vapor lamp is

FIGURE

5t

-

A mercury-vapor
Products, Inc.

luminaire that includes an integral ballast, developed by Control

24

extinguished.
The lamp must then cool for approximately 2-3 min before the
However, new ballast designs have eliminated unnecessary
arc will re -igniteblackouts caused by power sags.
General area illumination can be supplied by utilizing mercury -vapor
machine -mounted luminaires. An early model was designed to enclose both the
lamp (100-2.50 watts) and its associated ballast, creating a self-contained
unit.
The luminaire measures 12 in wide, 7 in high and 21 in long and is
equipped with four lenses for good light distribution. All internal components are commercially available and can be easily replaced.
This luminaire
is shown in figure 5.

A second machine -mounted mercury -vapor luminaire has been developed under
Bureau funding for use in applications where space is restricted. The
luminaire encloses the lamp (100-250 watts) and requires a separate enclosure
The luminaire measures 7-3/4 in wide, 7-1/4 in
for the associated ballast.
high, and 12-1/4 in long and is also equipped with four lenses.
The front
lens is removable for quick lamp replacement.
The compact mercury -vapor
luminaire is shown in figure 6.

FIGURE

6,

-

A compact mercury-vapor

luminaire.
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A third application of mercury-vapor lamps is in machine headlights.
This
The headlight is now finding good acceptance throughout the industry.
is because of the long life of the mercury lamp (10,000- to 24,000-hr rated
life) compared with the traditional incandescent lamps (1,000- to 2,000-hr
rated life). Also, the PAR 38 incandescent lamp provides 12-22 lu/w,
whereas the mercury -vapor headlamp provides 30-65 lu/w, an increase of
279%.
There now exists a side -prong mercury -vapor lamp that can be utilized
in most existing housings.
A mercury -vapor headlight is shown in figure 7.
The compact mercury -vapor luminaire is now being modified under Bureau
of Mines funding to conform to the proposed standards on portable area
(rib -mounted) illumination systems.
The resulting system will incorporate
four 175-watt mercury -vapor luminaires
The system is now being assembled
for submission to MESA's Approval and Testing division.
.

FIGURE

7.

-

A PAR

38 mercury-vapor lamp beside

its

associated ac ballast.
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FIGURE

8.

-

A sodium-vapor

FIGURE

9.

-

luminaire and

A sodium-vapor

its

associated ballast box by Crouse-Hinds.

portable area luminaire and distribution box.

.

.
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SODIUM-VAPOR LUMINAIRES FOR MINE ILLUMINATION
The sodium-vapor lamp is also ruggedly constructed and highly efficient
(100-130 lu/wa)
The operation of this lamp is similar to that of the mercuryvapor lamp; however, full brightness is realized in approximately 3 min from a
coal start and approximately 30 sec from a "hot restart." The light emitted
from the sodium-vapor lamp is a golden color.
Field evaluations have shown
that the acceptance of the golden illumination is a matter of personal
preference
.

A machine -mounted sodium-vapor illumination system has been developed
by Crouse -Hinds under Bureau funding.
The system consists of four luminaires,
four ballast boxes, and one breaker box.
The luminaire encloses a 250 -watt
sodium-vapor lamp and is equipped with two lenses. The entire system is
readily disassembled for quick service. A luminaire with its associated
ballast box and a system breaker box is shown in figure 8.
The sodium -vapor lamp has also been incorporated into a portable areaillumination system.
The system consists of three luminaires and a distribution box.
The luminaire encloses a 150 -watt sodium-vapor lamp and its
associated ballast. The luminaires are provided with explosion -proof plugs
and are "cascaded" onto one cable, facilitating easy cable handling. A
portable area luminaire and distribution box is shown in figure 9

FIELD INSTALLATIONS

Underground Illumination Experience
The Bureau of Mines in conjunction with coal operators has been
evaluating the developed illumination hardware in operating coal mines.
The evaluation sites were selected to represent a good cross section of
the conditions found throughout the mining industry.
The installation sites
are listed in tables 5-6.

A representative example of an installation in low coal can be seen at
Southern Appalachian Coal Co.'s Lens Creek Mine. An Ocean Energy illumination
system has been installed on a Jeffrey 100L auger miner working a 36 -in seam
(fig. 10).
three
A total of nine fluorescent luminaires were utilized:
model 20 (25. 5 -watt) and two model 15/3M luminaires were mounted on the
machine, and four model 15/3M luminaires are mounted on "pogo -stick" carriers
at the ribs.
The rib -mounted luminaires are manually advanced along with
entry development.
The combination machine -mounted and portable area lighting
was necessary because of the wide entries that are normally driven in low
coal.
The large clearances between the machines and the ribs make it difficult to illuminate the ribs utilizing only machine -mounted hardware.
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TABLE

5.

Present illumination installations

Machine

Location
Beachfork mine.

Current
Alternating

120L miner.

12CM drum miner
14Bu loader
10RU cutting machine

Cannelton mine No. 125.

Experimental Mine (Bureau of
Mines)

14 Bu loader.

.

.do.
..do.
.do.

.

.

.do.

.

0BA13 bolter.

Greenwich Collieries No.

.do.

Longwall

2

.

.do

Type of lights 1
Ocean Energy fluorescents and
2 Control Products
headlights
Section area lights.
Ocean Energy fluorescent.
4 Crouse -Hinds sodium-vapor
area lights and 2 Control
Products headlights.
Ocean Energy fluorescent and
2 Control Products
headlights
3 Control Products area
lights and 1 Control
Products headlight.
Ocean Energy fluorescents.

mine.

Harewood mine

15RU cutting machine

do

14BU loader

Harewood II mine

L.N. Hardhead drum
miner.
1CM ripper miner.
967 goodman loader
bolter.

do
do

Humphrey mine (Consol) ....

.

Ireland mine (Consol)

Jenny mine (Bureau of Mines)

do
do

.

11CM drum miner

.do.

11BU loader
Bolter

.do.
•

Face drill

.

Cutting machine

Loader
Shuttle car
Roof bolter
Scoop
100L auger miner.

Ocean Energy fluorescent and
2 Control Products headlights.
Ocean Energy fluorescent.
Control Products mercury vapor,
and fluorescents
Ocean Energy fluorescent.

do.

.do.

.

.do.

.

.do

.

Do.

Direct.
.do
.do

.

.

.

Ocean Energy fluorescent and
2 Control Products mercury
vapor headlights
Ocean Energy fluorescent.
Ocean Energy fluorescent and
2 Control Products mercury
vapor headlights
Control Products area lights
and headlights.
Ocean Energy fluorescent and
Control Products Hg vapor
luminaires
^Control Products area lights
and headlights.
J

\Control Products area lights
and headlights.
J
Lens Creek mine (Appalachian
Alternating
Ocean Energy fluorescent,
Coal Co.)
machine mounted and portable
area lighting.
Margaret No. 11 mine (R & P
101L miner.
.do
Ocean Energy fluorescent and
Coal Co.)
2 Control Products mercuryvapor headlights.
Moss No. 2 mine (Clinchfield)
Longwall
.do.
Ocean Energy fluorescents.
Rose Valley mine
120L miner.
.do.
Control Products headlights
and fluorescents
Semet Solvay mine
Longwall
.do.
Ocean Energy fluorescents.
Williams mine (Consol)
2BT2 borer -miner.
.do.
Ocean Energy fluorescent.
Ocean Energy fluorescent and
14BU loader
.do..
2 Control Products mercury
Bolter
Direct.
vapor headlights.
York Canyon mine
Longwall
Alternating Ocean Energy fluorescents.
1
A11 lights are machine mounted except in the Lens Creek
mine, where a low coal seam is being
mined.
.

|

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.
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TABLE

6

.

Proposed illumination installations

-

Location

Machine
120L miner
5CM miner

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co...

12 OH miner

120L miner

10CM miner -bo Iter
45 L.N. miller

Type of lights
Ocean Energy f luorescents
Do.

-iControl Products mercury -vapor

and fluorescent.
Do.

Ocean Energy

f luorescents

The Lens Creek installation has been our greatest success story to date.
The company has accepted the system and is investigating the possibility of
purchasing a second system to be installed on another 100L miner at the same

mine

FIGURE

10.

-

A fluorescent

illumination system, installed on a Jeffrey

100L auger miner.
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Another installation can be found at Island Creek Coal Co s Jenny mine,
(fig. 11).
A total of seven machines are illuminated, utilizing the mercuryIn these installavapor illumination system developed by Control Products.
The maintenance
tions, all of the luminaires are mounted on the machines.
records of the ac -powered systems have been excellent and many coal companies
are now specifying the mercury -vapor headlights on new machines.
.

'

After reading through the lists found in tables 5-6, you will find that
variety of machines and mining conditions are included in our installations.
We believe that these represent a good cross section of all conditions
found throughout the industry.

a large

Longwall

A longwall -illumination system has been developed for the Bureau of Mines
by Ocean Energy, Inc. The system was first installed at Allied Chemical's
Semet-Solvay mine (fig. 12). The longwall utilized a shearer-type cutter and
six-legged chocks. A model 15/2M (14.4-watt) luminaire and a model 8M
(9 -watt) luminaire were mounted on each chock.
The mine personnel were found

FIGURE

11.

-

A mercury-vapor

illumination system, installed on a Long-Airdox coal drill.
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FIGURE

12.

-

An illuminated longwall face

at the

Semet Solvay mine.

to have favorably accepted the additional illumination.
However, the rock
shields normally located at the gob side of the chocks were missing, allowing
the gob to roll into the chocks, and equipment damage resulted.

A second longwall -illumination system was installed at Pittston Coal
Co.'s Moss No. 2 mine (fig. 13).
This section is using four -legged chocks
one model 30M (27.6 watt)
and a plow-type cutter.
installation,
In this
section;
fluorescent luminaire was mounted on each pan
this eliminated many
of the cabling problems that were encountered when the luminaires were mounted
on the chocks.
Once again, mine personnel favorably accepted the illumination
system and found that the luminaires are an aid in maintaining the heading of
the longwall.
A third longwall -illumination system is installed at Kaiser Coal Co.'s
York Canyon mine located in New Mexico. The coal seam height is 10 ft and
shield-type supports are to be utilized along with a double -ranging cutter.
This installation has recently been completed.
The fourth longwall to be illuminated is at the Greenwich Collieries
No. 1 mine.
The coal seam is approximately 40 in thick.
Both six- and
four -legged chocks are being used with an Eickhoff shearer.
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An illuminated longwall face

at the

Moss No.

2 mine.

CONCLUSION
In the program described, the Bureau of Mines, in conjunction with mine
operators, has demonstrated mine -illumination systems in a broad spectrum of
mining environments; the systems have gained fullhearted acceptance of mine
personnel in many cases. The systems have been demonstrated in low, midrange,
and high coal seams while mounted on conventional, continuous, and longwall
machinery. At the conclusion of this program, permissible underground mine
illumination will be available for your particular mining situation, whatever
it may be.

.
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OPERATING LIGHTING UNITS ON COAL MINE DC POWER SYSTEMS
by

George

J.

Conroy 1

ABSTRACT
Fluorescent, mercury -arc, and sodium-vapor lamps for coal mine face
illumination, when powered from dc lines, usually utilize solid-state power
supplies.
The 300-vdc or 600-vdc electric power from the lines varies widely
in level and often contains high -voltage transients that can cause temporary
blackouts or permanent damage to the lighting systems. These problems must be
guarded against by power-supply design. In this paper, power-supply designs
utilized in various present lighting applications are discussed, and the available transient -protection techniques are described.

INTRODUCTION
The ordinary mine machine headlamp is an incandescent light, which tolerates rather large changes in voltage level without either damage or full
blackout. However, the inefficiency of these lights has precluded using them
for the extensive illumination task required in the proposed regulations.
The
other systems that have been used- -sodium-vapor mercury -arc, and fluorescent
lamps --are usually dependent upon a power supply of some sort for proper operation on dc
The fluorescent lamp itself also tolerates a wide voltage range,
Sodiumbut its power supply may not.
The supplies are usually solid state.
vapor and mercury -arc lamps, also usually supplied through solid-state
circuits, tolerate increased voltage and will operate with diminished
brilliance when a steady low-level voltage is applied; however, they cannot
maintain the arc when voltage suddenly drops to a low level. Furthermore,
when they do go out, they require a relatively long period --several minutes
in the case of the mercury -arc lamp --to restrike and return to full brilliance,
,

.

Where solid-state components are used in inverters, ballasts, or other
power supplies, failures due to overcurrents and those due to transient voltages are serious sources of failure and must be provided for in the design.
The problems, then, for the power -supply designer are those of maintaining
adequate voltage to a rather high wattage load and of preventing malfunction
or damage due to high -voltage transients.
Sometimes compounding these problems is the necessity of achieving a very rugged but very small package to
mount on a mining machine

POWER SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
Direct -current line voltages may be nominally in the regions 250 to
300 or 500 to 600 vdc
Long-term variations of the current level may be
.

1

Electrical engineer, Industrial Hazards and Communications, Pittsburgh
Mining and Safety Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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expected to be as low as 180 vdc for the lower nominal values and as high
Peak voltage due to ac ripple may be well over
as 750 vdc for the higher.
400 volts for a 300-volt line or over 750 volts for a 600-volt line. Line
transients are often two to three times the nominal voltage and may sometimes
go considerably higher; therefore, the power -supply circuits must be protected
against these values as will be discussed later. The basic circuit must be
designed to withstand the continuous power presented by the long-term variaGood design calls for the rating
tions and the ac ripple that is on the line.
of components such as the pass transistor in a switching-regulator type of
power to have much higher voltage and current ratings than indicated by the
required output values
Line transients are often due to switching of large transformers and
motors somewhere on the ac distribution line feeding the dc rectifier station.
Prediction or even measurement of these transients is a very uncertain matter.
Vacuum switches get the credit for some of the worst transients. Some of the
in -mine measurements taken under our contract with the Pennsylvania State
University show peaks such as 32 kv on a 7 2 -kv line. They contain high
frequencies, so that an important portion of their energy can be transferred
through transformer interwinding capacitance to the dc line. Calculations
indicate a 9, 000 -volt peak can occur on the secondary, with durations in the
neighborhood of 0.5 to 5 Msec. They have been observed to occur in bursts,
with total calculated energy on the secondary side of about 5 to 50 joules.
.

Switching and arcing of the dc line itself also causes transients,
which are usually not extremely high in voltage but which sometimes have
long duration.
Shown in figure 1 is a transient reaching about 2.5 times
the dc line voltage in amplitude, with a duration of about 500 msec.
It
contains significant energy at frequencies up to about 120 kHz. As shown in
figure 2, which is also a dc switching transient, both polarities of voltage
can be present; this must be considered with regard to protecting solid-state
power-supply circuits.
Transients coming in from the line may be somewhat diminished by cable
inductance and capacitance. However, transients generated on the machines
may be otherwise affected by the line inductance, as well as by any local
solenoids.
Ringing can occur.
The voltage peaks may be regeneratively
amplified and even on a quiet line, transients of several thousand volts
may still be seen by the power supply. Therefore, transient protection and
voltage -regulating ability must be part of or closely associated with the
power -supply circuit, not something at the load center or at the input to
the machine
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FIGURE

FIGURE

1.

2.

Direct-current switching transient with multiple restrikes.

-

-

Direct-current switching transient with polarity revised.
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LIGHTING UNIT REQUIREMENTS
Fluorescent lights used at present on mining machines range from 8 to
The voltage at the lamp depends on the type of lighting
30 watts per lamp.
system, but it is at least 100 volts steady state, with a starting pulse of
about 200 volts. The frequency may be 600 Hz or much higher. Lamp efficiency
is higher at high frequency, and the inverter-ballast inductive components
Because the inverter is enclosed in the luminaire
are smaller and lighter.
with the lamp, so that connecting leads are short, losses due to line
impedance at high frequency are not a problem; the frequency supplied by
2 inverter -ballast can be from 18,000 to 100,000 Hz.
Ocean Energy Co
Voltage regulation is obtained in this system by varying the frequency so
that the voltage drop through a series element changes.
.

'

The input to the preceding inverter is nominal 12 vdc
Therefore,
operation from a 300-volt line requires a dc-to-dc converter to supply up
to about 3-1/2 amp at 12 volts.
The system employs one converter for each
luminaire.
.

Mercury-vapor lamps presently used are either 100 watts or 175 watts.
These are the same units found in many industrial applications, where they
are usually operated from ac lines at about 125 to 135 volts.
The lamps may
be operated on dc with a slightly
decreased brilliance and total life.
End clamp
A
pulse of about 200 volts or higher
Arc tube
is
also used to start these lamps.
mount structure
The
lamp is constructed as illusPinch seal
trated in figure 3, which shows a
Platinum
third electrode providing a shortened
heat reflector
starting gap to permit breakdown to
Quartz arc tube
the gap at reasonably low value of
voltage.
Figure 4 shows the voltage
Nitrogen
and current that must be supplied
by the power supply -ballast while
the lamp is building up to its full
Rare-earth-coated
brilliance
coiled tungsten
main electrodes
Storting electrode

Starting resistor

Outer bulb

The curves apply to a 100 -watt
mercury-vapor headlight. As seen,
voltage across the lamp is initially
about 30 volts and gradually increases
to a steady value of about 130 volts
in about 4 min.
The current through
the lamp starts at about 1.3 amp and
descends to
8 amp.
An interesting
thing about the arc is that it will
.

Nickel-plated

mogul base

FIGURE

3,

-

General Electric mercury lamp.

2

Reference to specific companies is
made for information only and does
not imply endorsement by the Bureau
of Mines
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12

3

4

5

TIME, min
FIGURE

4,

-

Mercury lamp starting curves.

maintain about the same voltage behavior and final value even if the series
ballast impedance is much smaller in value or line voltage is higher. The
current will simply go up to the point where ballast -voltage drop results in
about 130 volts across the lamp. In this case, the lamp would dissipate more
energy than that for which it is designed, with consequently higher brilliance
and shorter life. With an excessive value of series impedance, the lamp will
provide light at a diminished level as long as the arc voltage can reach
about 45 volts or higher. This does not mean that the lamp will remain lit
What can
if operating voltage suddenly drops from normal to that value.
happen when a heavy motor starting current flows in a trailing cable is that
voltage at the lamp drops suddenly to, say, 90 volts and, instantly, the
lamp goes out.
Then it takes several minutes to fire and finally regain
full brilliance.
Mercury -arc lamp behavior with frequency is not covered in literature
so far, in Bureau testing.
Some special equipment would be necessary to
supply the necessary power and ballast action at a variable frequency.
This
may be an interesting area to investigate.
or,

One other novel lamp has been tried:
The high -pressure, sodium -vapor
This is an arc lamp utilizing mercury plus some sodium.
Owing to its
two-electrode construction, an impulse of about 1,500 volts is required to
start the arc.
The power supply is a specialized inverter circuit providing
the necessary high -voltage kick periodically while the lamp is not lit.
Because of the high voltage, restrike time may be only about 30 sec for these
lamps.
So far, a commercial dc supply is not available to us.
lamp.
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POWER SUPPLIES UTILIZED
The basic circuits used for powering the types of lamp considered have
been either switching regulators or inverters, except for a series -resistor
configuration. A series -resistor application consists of two 240-volt,
500 -watt strip heaters placed in series with a 100 -watt mercury headlamp
Total resistance
The package is shown in figure 5.
across the 300-vdc line.
in series with the lamp is about 220 ohms under operating conditions, resultConsol
ing in a drop of about 175 volts when the lamp is at steady state.
has successfully utilized this, and U.S. Steel and others are now installing
Control Products sells them at around $100.
them.

Although this system is simple and rugged, it has a couple of disadvantages.
There is some heating, and there is no voltage regulation.
The basic circuit of a switching regulator used as a lighting power
supply is shown in figure 6. A 300- to 115 -vdc built by FMC is shown in
figure 7.
Several of these units operated from April 2 to October 10
in Jenny mine.
They were tried in a Consol mine that has hard-working dc
track haulage, where they were damaged by transients and thus were unsuc
cesful.
Since then, they have been redesigned and are in the mine for
further trials

FIGURE

5.

-

Mercury lamp resistance ballast.

-
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—VW

The output voltage
pulsating wave whose
exact shape depends on the
value of the input voltage
as it varies around
nominal value. Figure 8
shows instantaneous output
when the input is at,
below, and above nominal
value.
The average
voltage is the same for
each case.

i

is a

The switching regulators installed in mines
up to the present time
SWITCHING REGULATOR
can provide usable output
for 175 -watt mercury
FIGURE 6. - Switching regulator basic circuit.
vapor lights with input
varying from 390 to
180 vdc
on a nominal 300 -volt line
They can be obtained from FMC for about
,

$250.

FIGURE

7.

-

FMC

switching regulator.
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FIGURE

FIGURE

8^1.

8S.

-

-

Switching regulator output waveform.

Switching regulator output waveform.

Input voltage at nominal value.

Input voltage below nominal value.
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FIGURE

8C,

-

Switching regulator output waveform.

Input voltage

above nominal value.

The basic circuit of an inverter is shown in figure 9. The output
may be transformed and rectified to any desired voltage.
Figure 10 shows
a 300 -vdc Ocean Energy converter that supplies 20 amp at 12 vdc
Figure 11
shows a complete system, with the line converter sending dc to the inverter
contained in the luminaire, which then supplies ac to the fluorescent lamp.
These are installed in Consol's Williams mine and others.
The power supply,
which is part of a system of 8 to 16 lamps, costs about $1,200.
.
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FIGURE

10.

-

Ocean Energy converter.

to

FIGURE

11.

-

Ocean Energy luminaire system.
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TRANSIENT PROTECTION
Whether the solid-state power supply utilized is basically a switching
regulator or an inverter, it is in danger of malfunction or destruction when
The use of transient -protection
the line is subject to voltage transients.
devices is practically mandatory.
The types of device utilized to protect solid-state circuits against
transients are as follows:
1.
Fuses and circuit breakers operating on overcurrent.
from several milliseconds to fractions of a second.

Delays are

Suppressors --Capacitors metal oxide or selenium varistors, and
2.
Response time is in nanoseconds.
zener diodes.
,

3.

within

Crowbars --Spark gaps and semiconductor devices.
microseconds after being triggered.

They operate

a few

An adequately designed circuit for a 300 -vdc mine -lighting power supply
might include pass transistors that are not overstressed at about 600 volts
at the highest possible current for the design, taking into account all
portions of the characteristic curve of the transistor.
This can mean a
900 -volt or higher nominal rating.
Internal snubbers or zener diodes are
necessary to suppress the switching transients of the circuit itself.
Externally, a zener diode or varistor would be used to rapidly clamp the
voltage when short transient peaks are encountered; a semiconductor crowbar
in combination with an overcurrent device would be used to protect against
long -duration transients that have energies beyond the capabilities of the
suppressor
SUMMARY
There have been severe problems with all of the solid-state power
supplies tried, but the recent results have been encouraging. Availability
can be summarized as follows:
(1) for fluorescent lights, Ocean Energy
supplies a solid-state converter; (2) for mercury -arc lamps, there is a
resistor ballast from Control Products and a solid-state ballast from FMC
and (3) for sodium -vapor lamps, there is no supply presently available.
The
Bureau has at least four projects underway to improve our standing with
respect to dc power supplies.

.
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MERCURY -VAPOR -LUMINAIRE INSTALLATION ON SELF-PROPELLED MINING MACHINES
by

Eddie

D.

Lewis 1

ABSTRACT
The Bureau of Mines has contracted with FMC Corp. to demonstrate in
The ISMS
actual working conditions an Inherently Safe Mining System (ISMS)
was to incorporate many of the new safety devices developed by the Bureau of
Mines. One of the most noticeable additions at the demonstrations is the
permissible lighting on the face equipment. The experience obtained during
17 months of operation has produced the data necessary to discuss the merits
and shortcomings of mobile underground (mercury -vapor) illumination.
.

INTRODUCTION
The Bureau of Mines has contracted with FMC to demonstrate an Inherently
Safe Mining System (ISMS) to incorporate many of the new safety devices
developed by the Bureau of Mines. One of the most noticeable additions at
the demonstrations is the permissible lighting on the face equipment.
The
system utilizes both mercury -vapor and fluorescent luminaires and is designed
to provide illumination inby the last open crosscut within the working section
and to conform to minimum illumination requirements set forth in the revised
proposal of standards published in the Federal Register on October 27, 1971.
In addition, the system is subject to all Federal and State permissibility
statutes
The lighting system developed by Control Products, Inc., is being evaluated by FMC under operating conditions in two coal mines:
one, a continuous
mining section, and the other, a conventional section. The system has performed well during 17 months of operation on conventional equipment and
7 months of use on continuous mining machines.
The performance of mercuryvapor lighting at the sections, problems encountered, maintenance downtime,
and reactions of the workers, have produced data necessary to discuss the
merits and shortcomings of mobile underground illumination.
This paper is
to report the performance of the lighting systems at the Jenny mine, where
the modified conventional mining equipment was demonstrated.

ILLUMINATION REGULATIONS
The proposed standards specify the required illumination level, areas to
be illuminated, and permissibility requirements of lighting fixtures.
They
state in part that minimum luminous intensity shall be 0.06 ft-L required
within the visual field of miners on rib, floor, exposed equipment, and work

^•Project engineer, ISMS Program,

Jenny mine, Prestonsburg, Ky,
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areas where self-propelled equipment is employed during the cutting, loading,
or mining of coal up to and including the outby end of such machines.

MERCURY -VAPOR SYSTEM
The typical mercuryvapor installation on a face
machine consists of placing
the luminaire (fixture,
ballast, and cable) so that
the following conditions are

+**&

met:

Compliance with
(1)
permissibility standards
is achieved;

l^lfe
FIGURE

1.

-

A mercury-vapor

area luminaire that encloses

both the lamp and required ballast.

Luminous intensity
(2)
(reflected light) of the
surfaces of working places
in the direction of miners,
relative to their normal
field, is no less than
0.06 ft-L;
Minimal damage
(3)
will result from external
forces and
;

Reasonable acces(4)
sibility for maintenance
exists
All of the above conditions
are prerequisite to an
effective system.
The first
two conditions must be given
priority.

Description
Luminaires used on the
ISMS sections are of three
types
Two are manufactured
by Control Products, Inc.; 2
type 13400 (fig. 1) is a
.

FIGURE

2.

-

A mercury-vapor

headlight developed by

Control Products, Inc.

Company names and trade
names are used to facilitate understanding and
their use does not imply
endorsement by the Bureau
of Mines
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machine light assembly used for area illumination, and type 2002 (fig. 2) is
less massive and is used for flood illumination.
In
Both use 120-vac power.
this application, type 13400 utilizes a 175 -watt lamp manufactured by General
Electric Co. The ballast is inside an explosion-proof fixture adjacent to the
lamp, eliminating the need for an additional permissible enclosure.
The light
fixture weighs ~50 lb, including a self-contained ballast.
New, less massive
designs are of aluminum construction instead of steel but ballasts are
separate, requiring additional space in the permissible enclosure.
This can
be a problem on current coal -mining machines, although adequate space is
sometimes available in existing controller boxes.
The type 2002 luminaire is relatively small, of cast -aluminum construction and may easily be adapted to most equipment. A 100 -watt, PAR 38 mercuryvapor lamp (General Electric) is used.
The mercury -vapor lamp produces a blue -white light, is highly efficient,
and has a life expectancy of 10,000 to 24,000 hr
High resistance to shock
and vibration damage is a
prime characteristic of the
mercury -vapor lamp, in contrast to frequent failures
of incandescent lamps, which
do not survive under such
hostile conditions.

The fluorescent luminaires, which are manufactured by Ocean Energy,
Inc., and operate on 12-vdc
intrinsically safe circuit
are utilized only on
(ISC)
the tailboom of a loading
machine.
Fluorescent performance will be reported
in a later paper and will
not be discussed here.
,

FIGURE

3t

-

An

isointensity diagram for the mercury-

vapor

headlight.

candles.

Values are

in

foot-

In locating the luminaires on a machine, with
respect to isointensity,
the primary objective is to
obtain 0.06-ft-L minimum,
distributed effectively
around the machine. Isointensity curves such as the
one shown in figure 3 are
used tc determine approximate luminaire location.

Precise placement is
determined by "fine tuning,"
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Simply stated, "Find where
using a photometer and adjusting the luminaire.
the luminaire must be, and put it there." In order to do this, two important
elements must be considered:
The luminaire must not interfere with either the operator's visual
field or his controls, and
(1)

It should not be subjected to damage by roof, rib, and other

(2)

machinery.
These conditions are sometimes hindered by the geometry of the host machine
and some modification of the mounting area of the machine may be necessary.
In areas where the luminaire may be subjected to damage, a shielding device
should be utilized (fig. 4).

Experience has shown that damage by ribbing and colliding with other
mining equipment are the most common problems with the system. Lamp and
ballast failure is nominal; of 21 ac ballasts operated in excess of 6,000 hr,

i
FIGURE

4.

-

A machine-mounted

luminaire, located to utilize machine geometry for protection.
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175-w

100-w

area lights

floodlight

3;

175-w
area light
FIGURE

FIGURE

5.

6.

-

-

I

100-w
floodlight

he location of illumination hardware on a Joy

An illuminated Joy 15RU-6BX

15RU-6BX

cutter.

cutting machine at the Jenny mine.
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only two failed --one on a loading machine, the other on a cutter.
cases, failure resulted from transformer burnout.

In both

The system requires minimal maintenance if luminaires are protected
Replacement requires 5 to 15 min for a lamp and 15 to
from collisions.
30 min for a ballast.

Performance on Conventional -Section Equipment

A Joy trackless cutter (15RU-6BX) was fitted with the lighting system
Seam height is 54 in, and coal
and is used at Jenny mine near Inez, Ky.
reflectivity is 2%. Two 175-watt area luminaires illuminate the floor,
rib, and roof areas, while two 100 -watt flood luminaires illuminate the cutter
bar and face area. The approximate locations of the luminaires are shown in
figure 5. From the cab, the operator clearly sees the task area of the face
and the cutter bar. Missing or damaged bits and fasteners are readily
Floodlights are adjustable only in the vertical plane, although
discernible.
The cable
a universal mounting bracket could be used with equal facility.
reel area is illuminated by an area light, which also illuminates the rear of
The operator enjoys good
the machine beyond the required 0.06 ft-L.
360° visibility from his position in the cab.
Figure 6 shows the illuminated
cutting machine.

System
A Long-Airdox face drill (TDF-24C) was equipped with the system.
component location is shown in figure 7.
The boom and face areas were
illuminated with 100 -watt flood luminaires and the rib, floor, and roof areas
were illuminated with three 175-watt area luminaires. Results were similar
to those obtained with the cutting machine.
The operator reported all-around
good visibility, especially as the task area of the face.
It was necessary
to recess one area light into the frame to maintain unobscured visibility
from the operator's position (fig. 8).
This was accomplished by flame-cutting
a rectangular hole and recessing the fixture into it.
The lower lens emits
light to the rib and floor below the plane surface instead of above it.
The
method of mounting offers excellent protection to the fixture.
Because of the
excellent visibility of the boom, the operator exercises better control of the
drilling process, auger deflection is observed before it can be sensed at the
controls, and precise hole
patterns are an added bene175-w
175-w
fit.
The illuminated face
area light
area light
drill is shown in figure 9.
100-w

floodlight

lOOw
floodlight

Incandescent
light

175-w
area light

FIGURE

7.

-

The location

of illumination

hardware on the
Jenny mine RDF-24C Long-Airdox face drill.

Installation of
luminaires on a Joy (14BU10)
loader proved somewhat more
difficult than on the other
ac machines because of the
geometry of the frame
Two
100 -watt floodlights illuminate the face, ribs, and
gathering arms area
luminaires illuminate the
.

;
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FIGURE

8.

-

Mounting techniques on the Long-Airdox face

geometry

FIGURE

9,

for protection but

-

drill,

which utilize the machine

allow proper light distribution.

An illuminated Long-Airdox face

drill at

the Jenny mine.
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175-w
area lights

lOOw
Model

floodlight

15-2

remaining rib, roof, and
floor areas except for the
loading boom, which was
illuminated by fluorescent
lamps mounted on both sides
Figure 10
of the boom.
approximate
shows the
location of the illumination
hardware

A floodlight, illuminating the right side of the
15-3
gathering arms and rib is
lOChw
175-w
well shielded because of
floodlight
area light
frequent ribbings while
along the rib
cleaning
FIGURE 10. - The location of the illumination hardware
Two area luminaires on the
4BU10 loader in use at the
on the Joy
opposite side of the machine
Jenny mine,
were repeatedly knocked
Usually the lamp and housing escaped damage and the
loose by rib collisions.
The rugged construction of
luminaire was moved back into position and welded.
lamp to withstand shock
-vapor
mercury
of
the
ability
the light housing and the
light.
machine
in
a
needed
is
of
what
loading are good examples
Model

,

1

Mercury -vapor Illumination on the loading machine resulted in the
following benefits:
(1)

More precise cleanup along the rib was facilitated;

(2)

The loading process in general was facilitated;

The cable reel and trailing cable were constantly visible, minimiz(3)
ing problems in this area; and
The operator appreciated the ability to examine the large area of
(4)
unsupported roof.

One newly designed aluminum luminaire was installed on a semiautomatic
bolting machine developed for the ISMS program.
The clear lenses were covered
by lexan diffusers to reduce glare. The lexan materials is easily shaped to
fit nearly any area or flood luminaire presently in use.
Only one light was
protected because glare was not a reported problem.

Several other machines at the Jenny mine were also illuminated. However,
at this time, only the machines utilized in the actual production processes
are required to be illuminated.
The characteristic 5- to 10-min restart time of mercury -vapor lamps met
with disapproval because it is a nuisance and causes downtime while awaiting
illumination.
It seems that after an operator becomes accustomed to the
lighting system, the incandescent headlights (which were left on all machines)
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Therefore, until such times when
and the cap lamps are no longer adequate.
the restrike problems of the mercury -vapor lamp are solved, a few fluorescent
luminaires should be included in the illuminating systems.

Mine Personnel Reaction
The mercury -vapor illumination system was operated for 17 months at the
Concensus of the miners ranged from scattered negativism in the
Jenny mine.
beginning to unanimous enthusiasm near the end. The opinions voice came from
experienced coal miners, all of whom were well aware of the difference between
operating a machine with conventional illumination and with the new mercuryvapor system.

In the beginning, mine personnel were somewhat awed by the magnitude of
illumination inside the mine. An uneasy feeling was reported by one
individual, who said he felt he was being constantly watched. He eventually
grew accustomed to the illumination, and is presently a strong advocate of
the system.
Several complained of glare in the beginning, but have since
learned to avoid the problem by instinctively directing their gaze away from
a lamp in much the same manner as that applied to a fellow miner's cap lamp.
A majority of the miners are not bothered by glare, although a few are.

An illuminated machine provides a safer local area for maintenance and
repair work, but electrical repair on a machine is benefited only if another
machine is nearby. This is usually the case, and nearly all repair and maintenance work at Jenny was done with good illumination.
Good visibility of roof
and rib is another feature that was mentioned frequently.
The ability to
visually detect potential danger quickly was important to the miners.
We were unable to definitely determine if illumination tended to boost
morale.
OverThe question was asked, but inconclusive answers were received.
all, miners accepted the improved illumination with enthusiasm and want it
incorporated into all existing and future coal mining machines. They feel the
proposed illumination standards are reasonable and would contribute much
toward safety and production in the coal mine.
They are aware of the
industry's need to modernize.
IMPROVED SAFETY CONSIDERATION
At present, a miner must depend solely upon his cap lamp. He has no
peripheral vision to aid him in an environment where danger from roof and
rib is a constant hazard.
In such an environment, peripheral vision is
essential to safety.
The standard incandescent headlight presently used on
coal mining machines is inadequate from a safety standpoint.
Roof faults are
not readily discernible, and men near a machine are in danger of being struck
if they cannot be seen.
A repairman works with greater safety and speed if
good visibility is available. For example, a fine crack in a hydraulic
cylinder may be noticed before it has a chance to fail suddenly, injuring
someone under a supported load.
The foregoing examples are but a few of the
many benefits resulting from improved illumination.
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Introduction of additional lighting at the working place promises to
minimize accidents and facilitate the mining of coal. Each man at the section
will be more cognizant of fellow miners and the work going on about him.
CONCLUSION
The demonstration of the ISMS conventional mining equipment proved the
feasibility of luminaires mounted on self-propelled coal mining machines. We
know that a system of mercury -vapor illumination is reliable and inexpensive
to maintain.
It is also a fact that during 17 months of operation, not a
single accident occurred in the mine.
It is hoped that these results will encourage the use of machine -mounted
luminaires on all coal -mining machines of the future.
The technology is now
manifest.
The coal -mining industry will benefit in many ways from the
research and development currently underway.
The Federal Bureau of Mines
with its Inherently Safe Mining System program has contributed greatly toward
safety in coal mines.
The mercury -vapor illumination system is a part of that
contribution.
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FIELD EVALUATION OF MINE -ILLUMINATION HARDWARE
by

Larry

Patts 1

D.

ABSTRACT
The Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 requires that all working
places in an underground mine be illuminated by permissible lighting while
persons are working in such places. Although face -illumination experiments
began as early as 1953 in this country, little progress was made until the
past few years when research by the Federal Bureau of Mines yielded prototype
Several coal operators have cooperated with the
mine -illumination hardware.
field testing of this prototype hardware and have met with varying degrees of
Problems arising from the most recent mine -illumination studies
success.
suggest that although available illumination hardware shows promise, more
development work and refinement of hardware is needed to provide the industry
with more easily maintainable face -illumination systems.

INTRODUCTION
Consolidation Coal Co. (Consol) began experimenting with coal mine face
illumination in 1953 with the installation of a fluorescent area lighting
system in the Owings mine, Owings, W. Va
The lighting system installed at
Owings was developed through Bituminous Coal Research, Inc. (BCR) and consisted of circuline fluorescent fixtures suspended along one rib by spads.
Lights were positioned in each active face entry at 15 -ft intervals from the
dumping point to within 15 ft of the face. The fluorescent fixtures were not
required to be permissible because, at that date, Owings was classified as a
nongassy mine. This lighting experiment was a cooperative effort between BCR
and Consol and had the objective of determining the feasibility and practicability of lighting the active working area of a coal mine.
The field test
of the fluorescent lighting system lasted for approximately 6 months, with
favorable worker reaction during this period.
.

,

The advantages, disadvantages, and problems encountered with this type
and United States
Although early experiments in mine
Steel Corp. during the next few years.
lighting yielded an initial attitude of opposition, complaints mellowed after
a short period of time, and management felt that lighting could be a powerful
tool in attaining a more efficient coal -producing operation.
of lighting system were also evaluated by Armco Steel Corp.

Although this initial lighting system was installed in the active working
areas of operating coal mines, there were experimental installations and, as
such, were not permissible for use in coal mines.
However, in 1956, the
Bureau of Mines approved two rib -mounted fluorescent lighting systems for use
1

Metallurgical and environmental engineer, Lee Engineering Div.
Coal Co., McMurray, Pa.

,

Consolidation
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Even though approved lighting systems were available,
in gassy or dusty mines.
and 1969 produced only moderate experimentation
1956
between
period
the time

with mine lighting systems.
In 1969, the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act specified that within
18 months, the Secretary of the Interior shall propose standards under which
all working places in an underground mine shall be illuminated by permissible
lighting while persons are working in such places. The proposed standards of
December 31, 1970 (reproposed October 1971), again reactivated mineillumination research, particularly by the Bureau of Mines.

Since 1970, the Bureau has stimulated the development of several approved
underground lighting systems, including the following:
12 -volt (intrinsically safe) machine -mounted and area fluorescent
(1)
lighting systems (fig. 1),
(2)

area Lucalox lighting systems (fig. 2),

FIGURE

1.

-

Ocean Energy fluorescent lamp and power supply.
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FIGURE

FIGURE

3.

-

2.

-

Crouse-Hinds Lucalox machine-mounted

light

and ballast box.

Control Products mercury-vapor machine-mounted lamp and ballast box.

(3)

machine -mounted mercury -vapor lighting systems (fig. 3), and

(4)

machine -mounted 110-volt fluorescent lighting systems (fig. 4)
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h

FIGURE

4.

-

Control Products fluorescent lamp.

FIELD INSTALLATIONS

Although Consol has installed each of the previously mentioned lighting
systems, I will review the experimental installations of only two such systems,
both fluorescent.
The first fluorescent lighting installation to be reviewed is an Ocean
Energy 12 -volt machine -mounted system, located in the 5 South -4 Left section
of the Williams mine in Consol' s Mountaineer Div.
Fluorescent lights of
various sizes have been installed on a Joy 2BT-2 boring machine, a Joy 14BU10
loading machine, and a Fletcher dc roof drill. Lights were installed on all
three machines during their major rebuilds in aboveground shops, and all three
machines were placed into service at Williams during August 1974.
Figures 510 include schematics showing placement and wattages of lights installed on
each machine and photographs illustrating the light -mounting locations.
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FIGURE

5.

-

Schematic diagram showing

FIGURE

6.

-

light locations on

Joy 2BT-2 borer.

Light-mounting locations on 2BT-2.
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-

Schematic diagram showing

FIGURE

8.

-

light locations on

Joy 14BU10 loader.

Light-mounting locations on 14BU10.
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Schematic diagram showing
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10.

-

light locations on
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The fluorescent lighting systems on the borer and loader functioned
satisfactorily from August 1974 to April 1975 when a rash of 12-volt powerUpon
supply failures rendered maintenance of the lighting system unbearable.
investigation, it was determined that section voltage at Williams had
Taps were
increased, accounting for the failure of several power supplies.
changed on the power supplies to accept the higher section voltage and power
supplies are again functioning for a reasonable period of time.
The fluorescent lighting system installed on the Fletcher roof drill has
been a constant problem since installation in July 1974, owing to an extremely
Finally, in March of this year,
high failure rate of the 12-vdc power supply.

JEFFREY I20M HELIMINER

-MERCURY-VAPOR LAMPS
R-20-WATT FLUORESCENT LAMPS

B-30-WATT FLUORESCENT LAMPS
G«I5-WATT FLUORESCENT LAMPS
FIGURE

11.

-

Schematic diagram showing

light locations

on Jeffrey 120M Heliminer.
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a modified dc power supply lasted for approximately 5 weeks before failing.
Although Ocean Energy has devoted considerable effort to redesigning this
power supply, it appears that a reliable dc power supply does not yet exist.

Although lighting system maintenance has recently presented a problem to
Williams personnel, worker reaction is quite favorable to the illuminated
section. Williams wishes to continue field testing the Ocean Energy fluorescent lights, providing that component reliability can be expected to return
to that experienced at the outset of this lighting installation.
A review of tonnage figures from the 5 South-4 Left section of Williams
reveals no appreciable increase or decrease in production since the installation of face illumination hardware in August of 1974.
This fact is not surprising when all factors that affect production are considered.
It is
virtually impossible to hold constant the production-affecting variables in
any coal mining operation.
The second experimental fluorescent lighting I will review is located in
Right -Main North section of the Rose Valley mine in Consol's Central
At Rose Valley, Control Products 110-volt fluorescent lights were
mounted on a Jeffrey 120M Heliminer during its major rebuild in an outside
shop this spring.
Figure 11 is a schematic arrangement of the various lights
installed on the Heliminer, and figure 12 shows several light -mounting locations and boom modifications that were necessary to effectively accomodate
the lights.
the
Div.

1

FIGURE

12,

-

Light-mounting locations on Jeffrey 120M.
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Although this fluorescent lighting installation has been in service
underground for only 3 months, maintenance has presented few problems and
worker reaction is very favorable to this machine -mounted lighting system.
Although time does not permit discussion of all the various illumination
hardware presently being field tested by Consol, I would like to at least
mention other Consol face -illumination projects. Table 1 lists all of
Consol's present lighting installations according to mine, type of lighting
system installed, and mining equipment involved.
TABLE

1.

-

Consolidation Coal Co. illumination installations

Test machine

Mine

Division

Rose Valley.

Christopher.

.

.

Humphrey No

Jeffrey 120M
miner

.

.

7

Fluorescent
lighting
120 vac 12 vdc

X

Joy 1CM miner.
Goodman 970

Hg -vapor
lighting
HeadArea
lights lights
X

X
X

X

loader.

Ohio Valley

Joy 11 CM miner
Joy 14BU-10
loader.

X
X

X

Mountaineer ....

Joy 2BT2 borer.
Joy 14BU loader
Fletcher roof
drill.
Slurry system.

X
X
X

X
X
X

Pittsburgh coal

Joy 10CM miner.
Joy modified
10CM.
Trailing bolter

Roland No. 4.

Jeffrey 120L
miner.
Galis roof
drill.
Acme roof drill

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Through cooperative experimentation with the Bureau of Mines and the
Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA), Consol has gained considerable experience in the installation and field maintenance of face illu
mination systems. To date, Consol's experience indicates that more
development and fieldwork are in order before it will be possible for coal
operators to install and satisfactorily maintain face -illumination systems.
Several factors lead to this conclusion:

.

.
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The failure rate of present mine -illumination hardware is erratic
some
cases, reasonable maintenance of hardware in the field is not
and, in
possible
(1)

A reliable power source for lights installed on dc -powered mining
(2)
machines is not presently available. Although several attempts have been made,
a reliable system has not proven itself as of this writing.
A representative number of lighting installations in low and
(3)
undulating seam heights have not been conducted to prove that machine -mounted
face -illumination hardware can be installed in low coal seams with sufficient
mechanical protection to remain intact for a reasonable period of time. A
hybrid system utilizing both machine -mounted and area lights has been
installed in low seam conditions. However, Consol believes that, under certain
conditions, the use of area lighting systems will increase the exposure of
mining personnel in the face area. For this reason, we wish to see more
development work on a totally machine -mounted lighting system for low coal
applications
(4)

Choice of mine -illumination hardware is limited at present.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it must be emphasized that the Bureau of Mines and MESA
have undertaken meaningful research programs in the field of face illumination
that have yielded prototype hardware presently being field tested and
evaluated in operating coal mines. Although several coal companies have
cooperated with these research programs and are making an effective effort
to learn and to solve the problems of underground face illumination, problems
still exist.
New lighting systems need development and present lighting
modification,
systems need
in order that present face illumination systems
become satisfactory.
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LOW -COAL ILLUMINATION

by
George R. Bockosh 1 and John N. Murphy 2

ABSTRACT
Bureau of Mines research in mine illumination has produced several
The systems have been installed in many
approved mine -illumination systems.
case
that deserves special attention is
and
a
conditions,
mining
different
sections
that are working the lower seams
Several
coal
seams.
low
that of
The experience gained through
have been equipped with illumination systems.
these evaluations is reported in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 defined a need for additional
illumination in the working places of underground coal mines. The Bureau of
Mines has conducted research projects that have produced several permissible
illumination systems.
It has been determined that the conditions found in low
Three continuous miners working
coal seams required special considerations
coal seams less than 45 in high, have been equipped with illumination systems.
Additional low coal, installations, which include a cutting machine and a
fourth miner, are planned.
.

,

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION IN LOW COAL ILLUMINATION

Low coal seams, for the purpose of this paper, include those that are less
than 45 in thick. The restricted vertical space, wide entries, and undulating
roof found in these operations impose severe space restrictions and demand
efficient utilization of available illumination hardware.
The machines utilized in the mining of low coal seams are designed to
minimize size and thus maximize space utilization.
This makes retrofitting
low -coal machinery with illumination hardware extremely difficult.
In higher
seams, hardware can usually be mounted on the top surfaces.
In low seams,
the hardware, in some cases, will quickly be scraped off during low -roof
undulations

The extra -wide entries usually driven in low-coal operations impose
additional requirements on illumination systems. In a 30-ft-wide entry, the
distance between a machine and the rib can exceed 12 ft. A source capable of
x

Electrical engineer.
supervisor.
Both authors are with the Industrial Hazards and Communications group,
Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh.

3 Research

Pa.

^
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supplying the required 0.06-ft-L luminance intensity on the ribs would
necessarily be very intense and, therefore, could cause complaints because
of glare.

FIELD INSTALLATIONS

A representative low-coal installation can be found at the Southern
Appalachian Coal Co.'s Lens Creek Mine, located near Charleston, W. Va. A
Jeffrey 100L 3 miner and bridge conveyor is being utilized to work the 30 -inthick coal seam.
An Ocean Energy illumination system was installed during November 1974.
A total of nine luminaires were utilized. The location of the additional
hardware is shown in figure 1.
The 12-vdc power supply was mounted on the bridge conveyor.
It was
necessary to construct a shelf at this position. This type of machine
modification is often necessary where relatively small machines, which
present no unused surfaces, are utilized. Three model 20 (25. 5 -watt)
fluorescent luminaires were mounted on the miner, and an additional two
model 15/3m (21 -watt) fluorescent luminaires were mounted on the bridge
conveyor. Four model 15/3m (21 -watt) fluorescent luminaires are mounted on
spring -loaded carriers, providing the needed area illumination.

The entries at the Lens Creek Mine are driven over 30 ft wide.
These
wide entries, the small size of the 100L miner, and the restricted working
area provided an extremely difficult set of parameters. The miner is
approximately 7 ft wide, leaving approximately 11.5 ft between the machine
and the ribs (fig. 2)
Experiments have shown that in order to project
enough light onto the ribs from the machine, the light -source brightness
would cause major glare problems. The required illumination was finally
supplied by mounting four fluorescent luminaires on spring -loaded "pogosticks." Power (12 vdc) was supplied via trailing cables from the machine.
In this application, the
-Model 15-3 luminaires
need to manually advance
20-amp explosionproof —
^L
the portable luminaires was
power supply
not cited as a disadvantage,
because of the existing jack
Model 15-3
machine-mounted luminaires
setters who must advance the
"rope" jacks.
.

- Model 20
machine-mounted luminaires

The installation has
been working well and
represents one of the most
successful installations to
3

Model 15-3 luminaires-

FIGURE

1.

A drawing showing
locations

of

the

the general mounting

illumination hardware

installed on a Jeffrey

100L auger miner.

Reference to specific trade
names is made for information only and does not
imply endorsement by the
Bureau of Mines.
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FIGURE
date.

2.

-

An illuminated Jeffrey 100L miner

at the

Lens Creek mine.

Mine personnel found the lights to be a distinct advantage, creating

a safer and improved environment.

A second installation can be found at the Carbon Fuel No. 43 mine. A
Control Products mercury -vapor headlight and area luminaires were installed,
along with fluorescent tailboom luminaires, on a Lee -Norse 265 Hardhead
continuous miner. The approximate seam height is 40-45 in and the entries
are 20 ft wide.
The illumination system consists of two mercury-vapor 100 -watt headlights that illuminate the face. Area illumination was achieved by mounting
four 175 -watt mercury -vapor area luminaires and one 30 -watt fluorescent on
the top of the miner main frame, and two 20 -watt fluorescent luminaires near
the back bumper. The location of the illumination hardware can be seen in
figure 3.

At the time of this writing, the system has been in operation for
approximately 1 month, has met with good acceptance, and has had no
component failures.
Figure 4 shows the illuminated Lee -Norse 265 miner.
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175-watt

30-watt fluorescent^

Hg-vapor

machine

IOO-watt Hg-vapor

light

headlight

20-watt fluorescent

A

20-watt fluorescent

175-watt Hg-vapor

175-watt Hg-vapor

machine

FIGURE

3.

-

headlight

light

The approximate locations

of the illumination

hardware installed on

a

Lee-Norse

265 Hardhead miner at the Carbon Fuel No. 43 mine.

FIGURE

4.

-

An illuminated Lee-Norse 265 Hardhead miner

at the

Carbon Fuel No. 43 mine.
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A Jeffrey 101 L continuous miner has been equipped with an Ocean Energy
The installafluorescent illumination system and mercury -vapor headlights.
in Columbus,
facility
assembly
manufacturing
tion took place at the Jeffrey
near
Indiana,
mine
No.
11
Margaret
the
at
The miner will be employed
Ohio.
coal
seam
and
38-in-thick
include
a
mine
this
The conditions found at
Pa.
20-ft-wide entries.
The machine is equipped with two mercury -vapor headlights for face
General area illumination is supplied by fluorescent luminaires
illumination.
two model 40m (37.8 watts), two model 30m (30 watts), and two model 15/3m
The
(21 watts), which are mounted on the machine main frame at a 45° angle.
shown
in
components
are
system
illumination
of
the
general location
figures 5-6.
The Margaret No. 11 mine is relatively new and is presently developing
mains. A section will be prepared during November 1975, and the 101L will
be put to work at that time
Model 30 luminaire

Model

40

luminaire

.100-watt mercury-vapor
headlight

PLAN

---T~

——

^ 20-amp
-CT.

No.

VIEW

100-watt mercury-vapor headlight

power supply
13, 14 (X/P-1665-7)

29A-I2,

SIDE VIEW

FIGURE

5.

-

The approximate locations
miner at the Margaret No.

of
11

an illumination system on
mine.

a Jeffrey

101L continuous
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FIGURE

6.

-

Illumination on a Jeffrey

TOIL continuous miner.

RESULTS
The installations have demonstrated the feasibility of illuminating low
coal sections. Photometric surveys have shown that the mine -illumination
criteria can be achieved and the system maintained.
The introduction of additional illumination in these conditions has been
shown to have benefits in addition to those cited for the higher coal seams.
In the cramped face areas of the low sections, light from a miner's cap
lamp is very often blocked by the machinery or roof supports.
The additional
illumination enables a miner to see the other side through the narrow
clearance between the roof and machines. Personnel acceptance has been more
intense in these installations and there have been many requests from mine
management for additional experimental installations.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
In the installations described, there existed a minimum of 6 in. clearance
between the machines and roof. This enabled the illumination hardware to be
mounted on the top surfaces of the machine, an ideal location. In some cases,
undulating roof and seam heights would quickly crush any equipment mounted on
these top surfaces. Future research will be directed to incorporating the
lighting into the machine main frame. Fairchild, Inc., the manufacturer of
the Wilcox auger miner, has shown a willingness to provide recessed areas for
luminaire mounting. At present, these extremely low coal sections must be
illuminated with portable or hybrid systems.

Other illumination systems will be installed in low coal conventional
sections and a newly developed mercury -vapor portable area illumination system
will be demonstrated in actual working low coal sections.

CONCLUSIONS
The Bureau of Mines is engaged in research that has resulted in several
illuminated low coal sections. It has been determined that, although low
coal installations are more demanding, it is feasible to obtain the required
0.06-ft-L luminance levels. It is thought that the additional illumination
will be particularly well accepted in the low, cramped working environment.

.
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A CASE STUDY OF LONGWALL ILLUMINATION
by

George R. Bockosh 1

ABSTRACT
The Bureau of Mines is presently engaged in an experimental program to
develop illumination systems for underground mines.
The program has produced
an illumination system for longwall mining that provides the required illumination levels and is now being evaluated in operating coal mines.

INTRODUCTION
The Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 defined requirements for
illumination in the working places of coal mines. A special consideration
in this matter is the longwall system of mining coal.
The Bureau of Mines
has pursued a development project that has produced a practical, fluorescent
longwall -illumination system.
Two complete installations and a third installation that is near completion will represent a good cross section of the
conditions found in domestic longwall operations.

REGULATIONS
In each longwall working place, the proposed regulations require that the
area from the face to the gob side of the travelway and areas occupied by the
headpiece, tailpiece, and operating stations shall be illuminated.
Therefore,
these areas must be equipped with illumination hardware capable of providing
an average luminous intensity of 0.06 ft-1 in any 4-ft 2 field of view.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A longwall illumination system has been developed for the Bureau of Mines
by Ocean Energy, Inc. European longwall illumination systems were evaluated,
and it was determined that they would not meet the higher U.S. mine-lighting
standards.
Therefore, a low-voltage fluorescent illumination system
(developed under contracts HO220055, "Design, Develop, Fabricate, and Deliver
Portable Luminaire Systems for Task Lighting in Coal Mines," and H0242049,
"Further Develop and Evaluate Fluorescent Lighting for Underground Coal Mines")
was adapted for use on longwall systems.
This approach was deemed optimum
because of the characteristic "soft" white light produced by the fluorescent
lamp and because the 12 -volt distribution voltage would not impose additional
shock hazards into the cramped longwall environment.

i-Electrical engineer, Industrial Hazards and Communications, Pittsburgh Mining
and Safety Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
s
Reference to specific companies is made for information only and does not
imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines
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FIGURE

1. -

A block diagram

of a longwall illumination

system.

The illumination system basically consists of a distribution box that
supplies 120 vac, centertapped to ground with overcurrent and ground fault
protection. The 120-vac distribution voltage is then converted to the
intrinsically safe 12-vdc power needed to operate the fluorescent luminaires
The basic system is shown in figure 1.

FIELD INSTALLATIONS
The longwall illumination system development was accomplished on site,
in an existing longwall section.
The first illuminated longwall was at a
Semet Solvay mine in Caples W. Va.
The results obtained from this installation were utilized to produce an improved illumination system.
This system
has since been installed in three additional longwall sections, which were
chosen to represent a good cross section of the conditions found in domestic
longwall operations.
,

The Moss No. 2 Illuminated Longwall
The No. 2 mine is located in Levanon, Va., and is utilizing 46 Panzer
Ausbau -Block Bl -3A chocks with a Gliet plow to work a 203 -ft -long face in the
38- to 40 -in-thick Tillar seam.
The illuminalion system included one
model 30M fluorescent luminaire on each pan section, eight power supplies
and one 120-vac distribution box. The mounting locations of the luminaires
and power supplies are shown in figure 2.

-

.
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30-watt

light

mounted

on each conveyor pan section

'

•

FIGURE

2.

A

-

•

cross section of the longwall system

•

in

use at the Moss No. 2 mine, showing the
mounting locations of the illumination

equipment.

120 vac
Lighting

system

Explosionproof control box

Explosionproof

power supply box
Powers

(6)

30-watt

The power distribution
cables are routed through
the panline, an arrangement
that has proven successful.
The luminaires are mounted
on a spring-loaded bracket
that allows the unit to move
and thus avoid damage during
the worst case of collapsed
roof supports.
The headand tailgates are illuminated by portable area
luminaires that are manually
advanced by the operators.
The complete illumination
system consumes 1,338 watts
and is shown in figure 3.

lights

With this system, the
surface brightness is
0.5-1.2 ft-L at the face
and 0.09-0.12 ft-L in the
travelway. An illuminated
longwall face can be seen
in figure 4.
Also, it can
be seen that the lights are
an aid in maintaining a
straight panline.

Greenwich Collieries
No 2 Mine

FIGURE

3.

-

The Moss No.
system.

2 longwall-illumination

The Greenwich Collieries No. 2 mine is located
near Cookport, Pa.
The roofsupport system used in the
longwall consists of 72 Joy
R.B. four -legged chocks and
35 Gullick Dobson sixlegged chocks in the center
of the face.
An Eickhoff

Thi s equipment is working a
EW 170L shearer is utilized for coal cutting.
460 -ft -long face in the 42 -in-high upper Freeport seam.

The illumination system includes one model 15/3 (21.0 -watt) fluorescent
luminaire mounted on each pan section, 19 14 -amp power supplies and one
120-vac power -distribution box.
Figures 5-6 show the mounting locations of
the power supplies and luminaires for the six-legged and four -legged chocks,
respectively
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FIGURE

4.

-

An

illuminated longwall face at the

Moss No. 2 mine.

15/3 lamp with
mounting attachment

m>AV*N^VAN^VX^^
FIGURE

5.

-

A cross

section of the longwall system

in

use at the Greenwich Collieries No. 2

mine, showing a six-legged Gullick Dobson chock and the mounting location of
the luminaire and power supply.

The power distribution cables are routed through the panline and the
luminaires are mounted on spring-loaded brackets, which allow it to move and
avoid damage during collapsed roof support conditions
The design of this
bracket (fig- 7) is critical if proper light distribution and luminaire
.
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15/3 lamp with
mounting attachment

^<^<V/^nVX^^^
FIGURE

6.

-

A cross

U

/_
section of the longwall system

in

use at the Greenwich Collieries No. 2

mine, showing a four-legged chock and the mounting location of the luminaires

and power supply.

•

FIGURE

7.

-

A spring-loaded mounting bracket allows

the luminaire to

move during collapsed

roof-support conditions and to be easily removed during blasting.
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movement is to be obtained. The tailgate and headgate areas are illuminated
by portable luminaires that are manually advanced by the operators. The longwall illumination system is shown in figure 8.
The Greenwich Collieries installation represents vital experience in
illuminating longwalls. At the time of this writing, this installation has
been complete for approximately 1 month, and has been performing well.
However, recently the section has encountered mining conditions that demand
blasting in the face area. It has been discovered that the resulting
blast concussions have broken the fluorescent lamps, even though the
luminaires have been removed from the direct line of flying debris. Work
is now proceeding to determine the distance from the blast area required to
insure lamp survival. A worst -case brightness of 0.07 ft-L was achieved in
Figure 9 displays the illuminated longwall face.
the travelway.

Kaiser Steel's York Canyon Mine
The Bureau of Mines and the Kaiser Coal Co. have entered into a
cooperative agreement to evaluate the Hemscheld MHW-Shield 320 HSL shield
support in western U.S. coal seams. An Anderson Maver dual -ranging arm
shearer and 116 shield supports are being utilized to work a 550 -ft -long
face in the 10 -ft -thick York Canyon seam.

The illumination system consists of one model 20M (25.5 watts) fluorescent luminaire mounted on each shield,. 17 20 -amp power supplies and a
120 -vac distribution box; mounting locations on the luminaires and power
supplies are shown in figure 10.
The illumination hardware is mounted on the powered supports because
of the combined geometry of the 10-ft seam and the shield supports.
The
power distribution cable will tentatively be routed through the shields,
behind the legs, and suspended on chains to allow for chock movement and
improved cable maintenance. Once again, the headgate and tailgate areas
will be illuminated by portable area luminaires. The complete York Canyon
illumination installation is shown in figure 11.
The York Canyon installation represents high-coal longwall illumination
and also will display the practicality of illuminating a shield -supported face,
The completion of this installation is pending MESA acceptance of the proposed
cable routing.
Completion is expected in September 1975.
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Headgate

Model 15/3
luminaires

Power supply

6/3

trailing

cable

y<

Power
center

FIGURE

8.

-

The longwall-illumination system
mine.

in

use

at the

Greenwich Collieries No. 2

FIGURE

9.

-

The illuminated Greenwich Collieries longwall face.

Junction box with push button
switch on each shield

20-amp power
mounted on

supply

shield

(16) locations

FIGURE

10,

-

A schematic drawing showing

the approximate mounting locations of illumi-

nation hardware for Hemscheld MHW-shield 320

HSL.
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Model

20 m

luminaires

r

u

Connector

pEppaaagbaagipcia

Junction box
b-n-n-p p-n-b D-n-D-p g-D-n

Model

—

20

i

i

i

i

area luminaires
"<P>o

^a>o

l-

1

I

<

i

14-amp

power supply

6/3

trailing

cable

Explosionproof
control box

FIGURE

!!•

-

The York Canyon longwall-illumination system.
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CONCLUSION
The longwall illumination system described has been evaluated in conditions which are a representative sample of longwall mining conditions found
It has performed on high- and low-coal seams while
in the United States.
mounted on various types of longwall systems.
In all cases , mine personnel have
acknowledged the inherent improvements associated with an illuminated environment.
In addition to the safety benefits gained by the addition of area
illumination, it has been determined that the pan-mounted luminaires are a
significant aid in maintaining a straight longwall face. The described program has demonstrated that longwall illumination systems are available and
practical
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